Rules and Definitions

All entries for the competition must be the modeller's own work.
All models placed in the competition are at the owner's own risk.
No responsibility will be taken for loss or damage by the show.
Models should be placed in the correct class. If in doubt ask one of
the competition staff.
A model placed in the wrong class will be placed in the correct class
by one of the Competition Secretaries.
In a class where there are 4 or more entries Gold, Silver and Bronze
medals will be awarded.
In a class where there are 3 or less entries the Competition
Secretaries will make the award. Not all levels of awards may be made
in these cases.
The Competition Secretaries decision is final in all Competition
matters.
Dependent on the number of models entered in a particular class or
classes, a class may be subdivided or classes amalgamated, at the
discretion of the Competition Secretaries.
Master Class Trophy
In any modelling competition certain models are recognized as being
above and beyond the abilities of the majority of modellers. If a model
is entered in any class that the Competition Secretaries agree belongs
in this category, it will be removed from the general competition and
placed in a Master Modeller Class.
The model will be awarded a Certificate of Merit as a Master Modeller
and be judged separately. A single trophy will be awarded for the best
in this category, but will not considered for the Senior Best of Show.

Standard Kit(SK)- a single, commercially produced injection moulded
plastic, vac-formed or resin kit. Hatches and canopies may be open if
this is an option on the kit. Addition of aerials, seatbelts, rigging and
wires is permitted,
Any Source Detailed(ASD)- a standard kit with additional detail added
from commercial sources to enhance the original kit.
Any Source Converted(ASC)- a standard kit with additional detail
added from commercial/non-commercial sources including scratch
built and vac-form parts. A converted model may be detailed to any
desired level by the modeller.
Diorama- Model/models mounted on a scenic base, with more than
one figure mounted on the base, conveying a story, specific theme or
a real life situation. Figures placed in the cockpit of an aircraft and
inside vehicles are not considered as a diorama.

